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The Neolithic Revolution began 11,000 years ago in the Near East and
preceded a westward migration into Europe of distinctive cultural
groups and their agricultural economies, including domesticated
animals and plants. Despite decades of research, no consensus has
emerged about the extent of admixture between the indigenous and
exotic populations or the degree to which the appearance of specific
components of the ‘‘Neolithic cultural package’’ in Europe reflects
truly independent development. Here, through the use of mitochondrial DNA from 323 modern and 221 ancient pig specimens sampled
across western Eurasia, we demonstrate that domestic pigs of Near
Eastern ancestry were definitely introduced into Europe during the
Neolithic (potentially along two separate routes), reaching the Paris
Basin by at least the early 4th millennium B.C. Local European wild
boar were also domesticated by this time, possibly as a direct consequence of the introduction of Near Eastern domestic pigs. Once
domesticated, European pigs rapidly replaced the introduced domestic pigs of Near Eastern origin throughout Europe. Domestic pigs
formed a key component of the Neolithic Revolution, and this detailed genetic record of their origins reveals a complex set of interactions and processes during the spread of early farmers into Europe.
European colonization 兩 mtDNA 兩 phylogeography
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T

he transition from hunting to husbandry and the spread of
economic and cultural elements associated with Neolithic farming across Europe between the 7th and 4th millenniums B.C.
remain poorly understood despite decades of research. The question of how the Neolithic ‘‘package’’ first arrived in Europe has
focused on three primary hypotheses that assert that the European
Neolithic resulted from (i) the migration of immigrant farmers from
the Near East [demic diffusion (1–3)], (ii) the transmission of ideas
through established trade and exchange networks (cultural diffusion), or (iii) the independent development of agriculture (including
the domestication of some animals such as pigs and cattle) by
indigenous European Mesolithic cultures (4, 5), although it has
been pointed out that these explanations are not mutually exclusive
(6). A separate but related debate has focused on the degree and
nature of the interaction between proposed incoming Near Eastern
populations and indigenous cultures. Linguistic evidence (7) and
modern human genetic evidence (8) have advocated admixture
between indigenous and incoming cultures, but the issue of whether
Near Eastern (9) or indigenous European populations (10) have
played the more significant role in the genesis of the genomes of
modern Europeans remains contentious.
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Parallel debates also exist with respect to the domestic animals
associated with the Neolithic revolution, although some cases are
easier to interpret than others. For example, because neither wild
sheep (Ovis orientalis) nor wild goats (Capra aegagrus) were naturally distributed across Europe during the Holocene (11–13), the
recovery of their remains from European Neolithic archeological
sites directly implies their introduction from the Near East (14).
The wild ancestors of domestic cows (Bos primigenius), dogs
(Canis lupus), and pigs (Sus scrofa), however, were widely distributed throughout Europe during the early and mid Holocene,
leaving open the possibility of their indigenous domestication
within Europe. Additionally, the genetic legacy of modern domestic
animal stocks may have been further complicated by the interbreeding of independently domesticated European and Near Eastern lineages, just as humans from Near Eastern Neolithic and
European Mesolithic populations may have done. Deciphering
whether these interactions occurred and what their ramifications
may have been, however, has proven as difficult to unravel for
domestic animals as it has for humans. Genetic data from modern
and ancient European cattle, for example, have revealed that
although cattle domesticated in the Near East were subsequently
introduced into Europe (14, 15), modern European cattle also
possess genes derived from wild aurochsen indigenous to Europe.
Although this phenomenon has been shown to be the result of
hybridization between European aurochsen and introduced Near
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Endogenous or Exotic? Establishing the True Status of Neolithic Pigs
in Europe. The genetic sequences obtained from the ancient spec-

imens support (24) a modern phylogeographic boundary between
Near Eastern and European wild boar haplotypes. Phylogenetic
analyses clearly separate four clades with posterior probabilities
⬎0.92. These are geographically distributed with two clades (labeled yellow) predominating in the Near East, another (labeled
red) as the major feature of European diversity, and a final minor
(orange) clade encountered only in Italy (Fig. 1 A and B).
To examine the temporal changes in these phylogeographic
patterns, we grouped the results into four time periods (Fig. 1 C–F).
Data from ancient specimens showed that none of the 20 preNeolithic (11000–5500 B.C.) wild boar samples from Europe
possessed Near Eastern haplotypes (Fig. 1C). Additionally, four
wild individuals within the second temporal stratum (5500–3900
B.C.; Fig. 1D) from Neolithic and post-Neolithic (Chalcolithic) sites
in Romania close to the phylogeographic boundary also only
possessed European haplotypes. The consistency of the regional
restriction of haplotypes through time suggests that the modern
phylogeographic boundary between European and Near Eastern
wild Sus populations (24) has been intact since at least the early
Holocene. Although the exact location of this boundary is difficult
to establish, the appearance of a Near Eastern pig haplotype (Y2)
in two wild specimens from Mesolithic and Neolithic sites in the
Larson et al.

Crimea (Fig. 1C) indicates that the distribution of Near Eastern
haplotypes probably extended to the north shore of the Black Sea.
Given the apparent long-term integrity of the boundary, it follows
that samples found on either side that possess haplotypes not
matching those of local wild boar most likely represent domestic
pigs (derived from exotic wild boar lineages) that have been
introduced by humans.
The data clearly show that pigs with Near Eastern haplotypes
crossed this boundary during the Neolithic and began to appear in
European contexts. Eleven pig specimens, identified as domestic,
from four Neolithic Romanian sites dating to 5500 B.C. (Fig. 1D)
possess an 80-bp sequence (the Near Eastern Y1 haplotype)
identical to that found in a single recent modern boar from Turkey
and two from Iran. However, five wild specimens from the same
sites possess European haplotypes. The same Y1 haplotype was also
identified in four specimens from the 6th-millennium B.C. Linearbandkeramik (LBK) site of Eilsleben in northern Germany, and in
two samples from the mid Neolithic (very early 4th-millennium
B.C. Chasséen culture) site of Bercy (30) in the Paris Basin. This
evidence clearly demonstrates that Near Eastern-derived domestic
pigs were dispersed westward into central and western Europe
during the Neolithic (Fig. 1D).
Importantly, six additional pigs identified as domestic from Bercy
possessed European haplotypes. Bercy is therefore not only the
earliest site in our study at which domestic pigs derived from native
European wild boar were identified but is also the only site so far
to possess definitive domestic pigs of both Near Eastern and
European ancestry and the latest site to possess pigs of Near
Eastern ancestry. All mainland and British domestic specimens
dating from the mid 4th millennium B.C. to the present (including
those from sites in Portugal, Switzerland, the Czech Republic,
Britain, Croatia, and Romania) possess European haplotypes
(Fig. 1E).
The period between the initial incorporation of European wild
boar into domestic stocks and the near total replacement of the
introduced Near Eastern pig lineages appears relatively brief. A
logistic curve fit to data points representing the relative proportion
of Near Eastern and European haplotypes in domestic samples
through time suggests that European haplotypes increased from 5%
to 95% in as little as 500 years. Although this estimate is bracketed
by large confidence intervals (see Materials and Methods), all of the
derived logistic curves demonstrated a rapid increase in the percentage of European domestic pigs at the expense of pigs with Near
Eastern ancestry.
The evidence indicates that by at least the 4th millennium B.C.,
European wild boar had been domesticated and spread throughout
Europe, replacing pigs of Near Eastern origin. Interestingly, although pigs are comparatively scarce relative to other domestic
animals from Neolithic Romanian sites (31) and from most LBK
sites in central and western Europe (32), they increase in abundance
(33) and size (34) from the first part of the 5th millennium B.C., well
after the initial introduction of Near Eastern domestic pigs. In the
Paris Basin for example, pigs constitute ⬍15% of the total identifiable faunal specimens in late LBK contexts but ⬎30% in postLBK sites, and in eastern Germany, pigs account for ⬍10% in early
LBK contexts but ⬎15% in late LBK sites (33). Metrical evidence
also indicates that the proportion of small pigs is greater at LBK
sites in eastern Germany and Alsace (35, 36) than at the later site
of Bercy, thus suggesting a general increase in the size of pigs
through time.
These observations, in combination with the genetic data, suggest
that the domestication of European wild boar may not have been
truly independent but instead occurred only after the introduction
of Near Eastern domestic pigs during the early Neolithic and
perhaps as a direct consequence. However, an earlier timeframe
and greater degree of independence of the domestication of
European wild boar cannot be excluded, because it is possible that
PNAS 兩 September 25, 2007 兩 vol. 104 兩 no. 39 兩 15277
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Eastern domestics (16), in some cases it has been argued that native
European wild cattle were also independently domesticated (17), a
conclusion that remains contentious (18).
Zooarcheological research at sites in eastern Turkey [Hallam
Çemi (19), Çayönü Tepesi (20), and Neval Çori (21)] and on
Cyprus (22) reveals an intensification of the relationship between humans and pigs during the second half of the 9th
millennium B.C. Once domesticated, pigs formed a key component of the Neolithic package, as evidenced by their presence in
numerous Near Eastern and European Neolithic contexts, although, like cows, their endemic or exotic status in European
Neolithic contexts remains unresolved (23).
A previous genetic study (24) of modern wild boar and domestic
pigs revealed a robust phylogeographic pattern from which two key
conclusions were drawn. First, genetic sequences from modern
European domestic pigs indicated that indigenous European wild
boar were domesticated at some point in the past. Second, because
Near Eastern genetic signals were absent from all modern European samples (save one feral pig from Corsica), Near Eastern
domestic pigs were either never introduced into Europe, or, if they
were, their progeny has all but disappeared.
The purpose of this study was to identify the geographic origin of
pigs found in European Neolithic contexts, to assess the timing and
nature of the domestication of European wild boar, and to elucidate
the dispersal pattern of Neolithic domestic pigs in western Eurasia.
To do this we used appropriately rigorous ancient DNA methods
(25, 26) to analyze 478 ancient pig samples representing ⬎140
archeological sites across the Near East and Europe, spanning 29
countries and 13,000 years. An 80-bp diagnostic fragment of the
mitochondrial control region that allowed samples to be assigned to
specific geographical regions was designed, tested, and successfully
amplified in 221 of the 478 ancient samples. In addition, we
amplified 663 bp of mitochondrial DNA derived from 42 museum
specimens and combined the data with 280 wild and domestic pig
sequences in GenBank. Phylogenetic analyses were performed by
using a Bayesian Monte Carlo–Markov chain (27) methodology
and median-joining networks (28). A range of standard metrical
and nonmetrical analyses (29) were carried out on the zooarcheological remains to determine their wild or domestic status [see
supporting information (SI) Discussion]. Archeological material
was dated through direct or associated 14C analyses and by stratigraphic or cultural association.

Fig. 1. A series of maps depicting the shifting geographic positions of European and Near Eastern pig haplotypes over the past 13,000 years. (A and B) (A)
Bayesian (Monte Carlo–Markov chain) consensus tree of 112 modern wild Sus mtDNA control region haplotypes rooted by a common warthog (Phacochoerus
aethiopicus). Red, orange, and yellow represent three clusters on the tree that correspond to specific regions on the map in B (Europe, Italy, and the Near East,
respectively), where the majority of pigs possess haplotypes within that cluster. Posterior probabilities of the major nodes are listed for each of the branches.
(C–F) Time series of maps identifying the locations of ancient pig samples from which DNA haplotypes were generated within Europe. Each symbol corresponds
to a single sample, and the colors correspond to those used in A and represent the cluster on the tree to which the samples belong. The four Near Eastern
haplotypes discussed in Results and Discussion (Y1, Y2, A1, and A2) are represented by yellow circles, squares, asterisks, and triangles, respectively. Numbers to
the right of sample locations in C represent approximate sample ages (in calibrated years B.C.).‘‘Bercy’’ and ‘‘Eilsleben’’ in D refer to specific sites, and ‘‘Romania’’
refers to several sites discussed in Results and Discussion. Clustered symbols represent multiple samples from the same or geographically proximate sites. The
upper and lower blue lines represent the Rhine and Danube rivers, respectively. The dotted yellow arrow in D depicts the hypothesized Danubian trajectory along
which the Y1 haplotype was transported, and the dotted red arrow in F highlights the movement of European domestic pigs transported into Armenia. The
question marks at the origins of the arrows reflect the uncertainty regarding the precise locations from where the dispersal routes began. C–F very broadly
represent the European Mesolithic, the European Neolithic, the Bronze Age, and all subsequent ages to the medieval period, respectively. Additional details
regarding all of the modern and ancient samples used in this study can be found in SI Discussion.

domestic pigs possessing European signatures before the introduction of Near Eastern pigs may yet be discovered.
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Inferring Separate European Neolithic Dispersal Routes from Pig
Ancient DNA. Previous studies have discussed the possibility that

Near Eastern Neolithic cultures entered Europe along at least two
separate routes: a northern route along the so-called Danubian
Corridor, which followed the Danube and Rhine River valleys into
northwest Europe and was associated with the adoption and
15278 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0703411104

preferential cultivation of the two hulled wheat [emmer and
einkorn (12, 37)], and a southern maritime route that traversed the
north shore of the Mediterranean and was characterized instead by
a predominance of naked wheat varieties (37–39).
Although based on only a few samples, it appears that the
chronology and geographic distribution of the Y1 Near Eastern
ancient pig haplotypes mirrors the northern route (Fig. 1D). The
presence of Y1 haplotypes within the mid-6th millennium B.C., and
more recent contexts in Romania, Germany, and France, suggests
Larson et al.
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Origins and Subsequent Dispersal of European Domestic Pigs. The
reported (24) presence of Italian (Fig. 1 A and B, orange clade)
haplotypes in modern ‘‘wild’’ pigs of Sardinia [like Corsica, an island
devoid of pigs before the arrival of Neolithic settlers (40)] supports
the possibility that indigenous Italian wild boar were also separately
domesticated (41). In this study, the Italian haplotype was identified
in numerous ancient samples, including: Mesolithic wild boar from
Pupicina cave in Croatia, early and mid Neolithic pigs from Grotta
della Madonna cave in Southwestern Italy, a 2nd-millennium B.C.
(middle Bronze Age) Sardinian site, and numerous medieval wild
boar from Tuscany and Rome (Fig. 1 C–F). These samples indicate
that not only were indigenous Italian wild boar distributed beyond
their current restricted region of Maremma in Northwest Italy, but
the presence of the Italian haplotype in Bronze Age central Sardinia
(Fig. 1E) also suggests either an independent domestication of
native Italian wild boar or the incorporation of female Italian wild
boar into domestic stocks that were subsequently imported to
Sardinia by at least the end of the 2nd millennium B.C.
DNA preservation in the Near East is generally poor (42, 43).
This is borne out by our analyses in which only 1 of 57
archeological pigs from the Near East (excluding Armenia)
yielded DNA. However, for reasons possibly related to altitude
and/or local climate, the majority of Armenian samples did
produce sequences. Two samples dating from the 5th to the 3rd
millennium B.C. (one of which is certainly wild) possessed a
Near Eastern haplotype (A2) also found in a modern Armenian
wild boar (Fig. 1D). Six samples (four of which were probably
domestic) dating from the 2nd millennium B.C. through the early
Iron Age all possessed a different Near Eastern haplotype (A1;
Fig. 1E) found both in a modern Syrian wild boar and in a
2nd-millennium B.C. domestic pig from Çhagar Bazar (northern
Syria). Lastly, a total of six Armenian pigs (two of which are
clearly domestic) from five sites dating from the 7th century B.C.
to the 13th century A.D. all possess the same European haplotype (Fig. 1F).
These data suggest that European domestic pigs spread eastward
to Armenia by the 7th century B.C., apparently completely replacing the earlier domestic pigs of Near Eastern ancestry (Fig. 1F).
This transition likely reflects the major reorganization that occurred in the various Neo-Hittite polities during the 1st millennium
B.C. whereby large-scale shifts in the economic and political
dynamics, linked with the contemporaneous expansion of, for
example, the Urartian and Phrygian territorial empires within
Armenia and Anatolia, respectively, likely involved the large-scale
movement of peoples and the expansion of trade and exchange
networks during the later Iron Age (44).

Conclusions
The ancient genetic records reveal a complex temporal and geographical pattern of changes in pig haplotype distributions in
Holocene Europe. These data provide unique insights and answers
to specific questions about the nature of the European Neolithic
revolution. First, the presence of Near Eastern haplotypes in
Neolithic contexts in Romania, Germany, France, and Croatia
Larson et al.

demonstrates that Near Eastern pigs were definitely introduced by
people into Europe and that they may have traveled along at least
two distinct routes. Second, given the timeframe of the initial
introduction of Near Eastern domestics and the first appearance of
domestic pigs derived from European wild boar, it appears, at least
at the broad spatial and temporal scale of these data, that European
pig domestication may not have been a truly independent event but
rather a direct consequence of the introduction of Near Eastern
domestic pigs (and other animals) into Europe by early farmers. If
true, the process of pig domestication in Europe (and possibly the
degree of intention among early farmers) could have been fundamentally different from that in the Near East. Regardless of the
specific cause or progression of European pig domestication, what
is clear is that once European wild boar were domesticated, they
rapidly became the predominant lineage within European domestic
swine.
The Bronze and Iron Age genetic sequences reveal two
additional movements of separate pig haplotypes. First, domestic
pigs with Italian wild boar signatures were transported to
Sardinia. Second, European domestic pigs, having already displaced Near Eastern pigs in Europe, began replacing indigenous
Near Eastern pigs in Armenia during later prehistory (Fig. 1F).
The conclusions of this study are based on a mitochondrial locus
that solely reflects maternal inheritance. Although these results
likely differ from the paternal history, the maternal pattern is more
likely to reflect human movement, given the greater likelihood of
humans keeping piglets born to domestic sows relative to wild-born
piglets sired by domestic boars. An investigation of nuclear markers
(including the Y chromosome) would undoubtedly reveal an even
more complex pattern than that demonstrated by the mitochondrial
data alone.
Two general conclusions can be drawn from this study. First, the
significant differences in the geographical range of wild and domestic haplotypes through time demonstrates that inferences regarding ancient biogeographical ranges of wild and domestic animals based solely only on their modern distribution may not be
valid. Second, this study illustrates the effectiveness of ancient
genetic data from domestic species in revealing detailed insights
into the patterns of past human migration as well as trade and
exchange networks around the globe.
Materials and Methods
Ancient, Modern, and Museum Samples. Of 52 modern and museum

specimens (SI Table 3) for which DNA was extracted, 42 samples
yielded enough DNA to be combined with 280 GenBank entries (SI
Table 4) to generate a dataset comprising 322 individuals. The
remaining 10 samples were sufficiently degraded that they only
yielded ⬇80 bp, using a primer pair (discussed below) applied to
ancient samples.
Bones and teeth (478) from ancient pigs from ⬎140 sites in 29
countries were subjected to DNA extraction techniques. Of those,
221 yielded amplifiable DNA (SI Tables 5 and 6).
Extraction, DNA Amplification, and Sequencing of Museum and Ancient Specimens. Because the preservation of the museum samples

varied significantly, all museum and ancient specimens were treated
as ancient and were subjected to the same extraction procedures
[including the use of multiple extraction and PCR blanks, independent replication of PCRs, and replication (25) of extractions in
Adelaide, Australia; Basel, Switzerland; and Dublin, Ireland]. The
extraction, amplification, and sequencing protocols for all of the
specimens analyzed at the Henry Wellcome Ancient Biomolecules
Centre (HWABC) followed Shapiro et al. (45).
Cloning reactions were performed at the HWABC using the
Invitrogen (Paisley, U.K.) Topo-TA cloning kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions and were amplified by using the primers T7 and M13R (Invitrogen). Eight sequences from each cloning
reaction were sequenced to evaluate template damage and check
PNAS 兩 September 25, 2007 兩 vol. 104 兩 no. 39 兩 15279
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that domestic pigs of this lineage were transported along a northern
trajectory similar to that of emmer and einkorn wheat. A second
Near Eastern haplotype (Y2, found in two modern Turkish wild
boar) was identified in two archeological samples: a late Neolithic
pig in Croatia (at Pupicina cave; Fig. 1D), and a 15th-century A.D.
specimen from Corsica (Fig. 1F), although additional sampling is
required to establish a correlation between this haplotype and a
Mediterranean dispersal. Curiously, however, the Y2 haplotype was
identified in a modern Corsican feral pig, making it the only modern
European specimen to possess a Near Eastern haplotype and
suggesting that this pig’s lineage is descended from the first domestic pigs to arrive on Corsica with the initial Neolithic settlers of
the island.

Table 1. Percentages of European and Near Eastern domestic samples within four timeframes
Time range
5500–4000 B.C.
4000–3500 B.C.
3500 B.C.–1500
A.D.
Present

Avg.

Euro, n

N.E., n

Euro, %

Binomial
C.I., %

4750 B.C.
3750 B.C.
1500 B.C.

0
6
59

16
2
0

0
75
100

0–17.1
34.8–96.8
95.1–100

2000 A.D.

140

0

100

97.9–100

Avg., average; Euro, European; N.E., Near Eastern; C.I., confidence interval.

for the presence of contaminating sequences and/or nuclear copies
of mitochondrial sequences.
A 663-bp fragment of the mitochondrial control region was
targeted for the 42 museum samples analyzed at the HWABC, but
not all of the samples yielded the entire fragment. A list of
haplotype codes and the samples that are represented by each
haplotype are found in SI Table 7. A variety of primer combinations
were used (SI Table 8), depending on the nature of the museum
samples and stringent ancient DNA protocols.
The full complement of ancient samples was analyzed in three
separate facilities. A total of 208 of 409 samples were successfully
amplified at the HWABC following the same protocols referenced
above.
Of the 19 S. scrofa bones analyzed at Trinity College in Dublin
by C.J.E., eight generated a reproducible sequence. Four bones
were sourced from four sites in Israel by Liora Kolska Horwitz (The
Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel). Seven bones from Carsington Pasture Cave in Derbyshire were sourced by Andrew Chamberlain (University of Sheffield, Sheffield, U.K.). Seven of the eight
bones from Ireland were sourced by Finbar McCormick (Queens
University, Belfast, Ireland), and the County Waterford specimen
was provided by the Natural History Museum Dublin, through
Nigel Monaghan, Keeper. Details of these bones/sites can be found
in refs. 46–48.
Before extraction, each bone was sandblasted to remove external
contamination that can out-compete endogenous DNA. The bone
samples were all extracted by using a silica-based methodology (49),
except that 200 g/ml proteinase K (rather than 100 g/ml) was
added to the extraction buffer. Varying numbers of DNA extractions were performed for each specimen. In the cases where only
one extract was attempted, this was because no amplification
products were obtained from several amplification attempts using
the first extract.
Nested primers (SI Table 9) were designed to amplify the 5⬘ end
of the mtDNA control region. The resulting amplification products
were sent away for direct sequencing to either MWG-Biotech
(Ebersberg, Germany) or Macrogen (Rockville, MD). Secondround PCR was not undertaken on any samples that did not amplify
in the first round.
Six samples were analyzed in Basel, Switzerland, by A.S., three of
which were simultaneously analyzed in Oxford. Bone powder was
generated from each bone according to methods published elsewhere, and DNA was extracted by using a modified silica-based
method (50).

PCRs in Basel were carried out by using the same methodology
as used in Oxford except that AmpliTaq Gold was used as the
enzyme. PCR products were viewed on NuSieve Agarose gel and
purified with Qiagen (Valencia, CA) PCR product purification kit.
Products were directly sequenced by Microsynth (Balgach,
Switzerland).
At the HWABC, a highly variable ⬇80-bp fragment (that included numerous indels) was identified within the 663-bp alignment. A single primer pair (SI Table 10) was used to amplify the
80-bp fragment in the ancient samples, and this same primer pair
was used in Oxford, Basel, and Dublin. The results of each PCR and
the haplotype associations of each successful sample are listed in SI
Table 5.
Analysis of Sequence Data. Sequences obtained from museum

specimens were aligned by eye with 280 sequences from previous
published studies deposited on GenBank, using Se-Al (51). Phylogenetic analysis was performed by using MrBayes software, Version
3 (27) and model parameters identified by ModelTest (52). Under
the HKY85⫹G⫹I model, parameter estimates (including posterior
probabilities) and consensus trees, resulting from five MrBayes runs
of at least 5 million (but ⬍30 million) generations each, were
recorded and contrasted. The skeleton of the tree is presented in
Fig. 1, and a more detailed version of the same tree is presented in
SI Fig. 2. The posterior probabilities listed on both trees represent
the lowest recorded values amongst all runs.
A neighbor-joining tree (SI Fig. 3) was drawn using only the
80-bp fragment to ascertain how many and which haplotypes
derived from the full 663-bp alignment matched those amplified in
the ancient samples. The resulting neighbor-joining tree possessed
the same cladistic structure as the tree based on the 663 bp (SI Fig.
2), and numerous SNPs were 100% correlated with specific clades.
Because of the strong phylogeographic correlation evident within
the dataset, the SNPs were then associated with specific geographical regions, and, in some cases, matched unique, individual,
modern samples. The relative positions of the 18 identified haplotypes (each of which begin with ‘‘ANC’’) derived from the 80-bp
fragment are depicted in SI Fig. 3. The polymorphic sites differentiating each of the 18 haplotypes are presented in SI Table 11. A
more in-depth discussion of the haplotypes based on the 80-bp
fragment can be found in the SI Discussion.
Lastly, the entire alignment derived by using the 663-bp fragment
was used to draw a median-joining network (28) (shown in SI Fig.
4) to further elucidate the differences between the major clades.

Table 2. Parameters and results of the regression analysis carried out to estimate the
timeframe over which European domestic pigs replaced Near Eastern pigs
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Values from the 4000–3500 B.C. bin, %
34.8
75
96.8

b

c

Total time,
years

211.65
14,507.59
2,375.86

4.73
10.96
11.45

1,245
477
514

b and c, parameters of the logistic equation discussed in Materials and Methods.
15280 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0703411104
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to assess the time frame over which domestic pigs of European
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Regression Analysis. A nonlinear regression analysis was carried out
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ancestry replaced those from the Near East. Modern and ancient
domestic pig samples possessing European and Near Eastern
haplotypes were assigned to four separate time bins listed in Table
1. The time frames for the bins were determined by: (i) the
appearance of Near Eastern haplotypes in Europe, (ii) the first
appearance of domestic samples with European haplotypes, (iii) all
additional ancient samples through the 16th century A.D., and (iv)
all modern day samples.
Binomial confidence intervals were calculated for each percentage of European pigs based on the total number of samples in each
bin. Three logistic curves were then fit to the data using extremes
of the confidence interval (34.8%, 96.8%) and the strict ratio (75%)
within the 4000–3500 B.C. bin. Using the logistic equation: y ⫽
1/(1 ⫹ be⫺cx), values were generated for b and c and are listed Table
2. To assess the total time over which the ratio of European pigs
increased from 5% to 95% for each equation, y values of 0.05 and
0.95 were placed into the equation yielding total times listed in
Table 2.
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Morphological and Biometric Analysis. Although the most commonly
accepted method for determining the wild or domestic status of
animal remains excavated from archeological sites has been an
analysis of the relative sizes of teeth and postcranial bones, the
reliability of these kinds of markers remains contentious. For
the purposes of this article, the wild or domestic attributions of the
majority of the specimens listed in SI Tables 5 and 6 were assigned
by U.A., K.D., and P.R.-C., although J.-D.V., J.S., A. Tresset, and
P.M. also analyzed some material.
The principles guiding the status designations used in this
study have been published elsewhere (53–57), although in general, the morphological determination of wild and domestic
status involves a wide range of criteria, some of which can be
considered more definitive than others. A full discussion of these
issues can be found in SI Discussion, and SI Table 6 outlines the
specific criteria used to assign wild or domestic status to each
individual specimen and provides details used to support these
conclusions. In cases where we felt unable to assign a definitive
status, we have suggested what is the most likely determination
(i.e., domestic or wild) and why, and in circumstances where the
evidence is entirely ambiguous, we assigned an ‘‘undetermined’’
status. Lastly, a map shown in SI Fig. 5 depicts the locations of
all sample sites.

